space
location
theories about the role of space in international relations

distance
imagined geographies

religion
what drives international relations?

oil
etc
Iraqi war

Bush
US
affects foreign policy

focussed campaign on getting out

Obama

the role space plays in international relations
problem-solving theory for the conceptualization and practice of statecraft
expand and grow
states like organisms

Ratzel

missiles

outdated by technology

air warfare
revolution did

classical
geopolitics

heartland didn't break up the British empire

US-Soviet conflict 1948-88
suggests theory still works

heartland
thesis

major part of Reagan's
cold war foreign policy

still
relevant

provides an intellectual architecture for understanding
the principal international security issues (Gray, 1988)

greatest natural fortress on earth

Germany also threatening to take heartland

couldn't be conquered
a natural fortress

Asia continually
overran Europe

was
mackinder
right?

no more unclaimed land
world divided by Europeans

closed
world

expansion could only occur with warfare and at expense of others

Britain must do everything in its power to stop germany forming an alliance with the "heartland" of world power
influenced Hitler's foreign policy
Haushofer

Mackinder wrong
critical geopolitics

tried to understand Britain's intentions
leaders of states should be educated in the geographical relationships he claimed governed international politics

the uncovering of the role our ideas about space play in international relations

critical
geopolitics

"What is a good
place" (Yi Fu Tuan)

human
geog

seeks to recover the complexities of global political life and expose the power relationships
that characterize knowledge about geopolitics concealed by classical geopolitics
strives to expose power politics to scrutiny and public debate in the name of deepening democratic politics

what does it do?

projects own cultural and political assumptions upon the world politcal map, while concealing these very assumptions
orthodox geopolitics

who is it for?

meaning never completely mapped even as they make the claim that it is

mapping of the world a 'geo-graphing'

Toal
attempt to modernize the organisation and iddea of british empire

e.g. General Mitchell of
the US army air service

work conditioned by the structural
geopolitics of British imperial decline

critical geopolitics seeks to contextualize
geopolitical figures and unravel the textual
strategies they use in their writings

danger subjective

stood for 'national efficiency'

geography for Mackinder was geopolitics
racist thinking

What is
geopolitics?

UN charter 1945

planning new world order post WW2

divided up / sorted into a hiercahy

cuban missile crisis
soviets in Afghanistan
previously divided soviet zones from US/UK/French zones
iron curtain across the heart of Europe

defining points

geopolitics about how
the world is spatialized

Geopolitics and the
cold war

scripted

space race

e.g. 1st, 2nd, 3rd world
e.g.axis of evil

designated as friendly or hostile

fall of Berlin wall

e.g. as Vietnam, WW2
e.g. Saddam labelled as another Hitler

Agnew
also having affair with one of the soviets

had affair with minister for war

Christine
Keeler

produced as knowledge forming a comprehensive backdrop

female sexuality threatening security of the west
who would be communist / capitalist?

just another chapter
in America's history

lots of countries became independent

in the south

what you think about the world affects how you relate to it

America needed the cold war to
reproduce itself as a saviour to the world

America needs an enemy

the constant articulation of danger
through foreign policy is thus

the condition
of possibility

critical
geopolitics

asserts identity

facilitates and justifies action

the
cold
war

justify
action

flattering
justifies actions

invent axis of evil to make invasion more acceptable

e.g. Reagan said "the almighty" placed the US to give freedom to the world

US doing God's job on earth
spreads democratic values

e.g. politicians

practical
geopolitics

practical
geopolitics

committee on the
present danger

formal
geopolitics

popular geopolitics

US national security council
created new agency called the
office of special projects

power and significance illustrated by
considering the power of 'Balkanism'

the 'international'

cold war
discourse
formal geopolitics

history and geography serve as
explanations for the war

discourse helped define bosnian
war in american popular imagination

predictable impacts of the world's geography

3 sites of
production

readers digest
organised a film
production of
Orwell's animal farm

how prejudice works

conditioned US foreign policy ambivalence towards the breakup of Yugoslavia
National Security
Strategy 68 (1950)

assert identity

american public didn't realise danger they were under

preconceptions

bad guys v good guys

makes sense

free world intervening to
stop end of civilisation

made US capitalists
look good compared
to soviet communists

part of the free world
suggests classical
geopolitics does 3 things

Campbell (1998)

rather than presenting a threat to American
self-identity, was constitutive of it

of course their
actions were
warranted

Iraq/Afghan wars

historical reference point

makes sense of the world

critical
geopolitics
of danger

danger at the heart of American identity

fanatical soviets v rational Americans

films

an examination of the geographical assumptions, designations, and understandings that enter into the making of world politics

boundaries of a state's identity are secured by the
representation of danger integral to foreign policy
not a threat to a state's identity or existence

geography made conflict inevitable

likelihood of conflicts between states

the ways understandings of the world's geography are used to create,
direct and justify actions outside the boundaries of ones home state

e.g. academics

popular geopolitics

saturates our everyday lives
national identity and the construction of images of other people and places

over-reliance
on words/texts

e.g. axis of evil

trying to outline Iraq as an enemy as well as Afghanistan & N. Korea

can be missing the point

1948

decisions not made in a vacuum
neglects materiality of the world

being critical about
critical geopolitics

identity as a new
grand narrative

certain places have interests in other places

e.g. campbell

vague ideas
coy about own commitments

justice, liberty, peace
how do you get there?

what is their basis for making judgements?
can it contribute to policy debates?

resources

merica needs an enemy

they claim you can't explain history by just 1 theory
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'nation' imagined as a nation of
white male British gentlemen

Mackinder

save succeeding generations from the scourge of war
Churchill, Roosevelt & Stalin

geopolitics a faith that offers divine revelations

subjective ideas

a problematizing theoretical enterprise that places the existing structures of power and knowledge in question

how does it work?

helped promote a war it intended to prevent

Britain's empire would be over

conflict inevitable

classical geopolitics

how does the way we see global space
influence how we make good or bad places?

heartland the pivot of world history

Mackinder

Mackinder right
right wing about geography

Malta, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Hong Kong etc.

world divided into certain zones

irrelevant now

the way the map is set out makes US look small and insignificant

survival of the fittest

darwinian theory

Britain needed to create defensive
ring to stop Asia expanding

lack of impact

isn't that what they're doing?

